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CALIFORNIA ALTERNATIVE ENERGY AND
ADVANCED TRANSPORTATION FINANCING AUTHORITY
Consideration of Weber Metals Inc.’s Request to Approve a Time Extension for the Three
Year Term of the Master Regulatory Agreement1
Weber Metals, Inc.
Application No. 15-SM003
Tuesday, May 15, 2018
Prepared By: Xee Moua, Analyst
SUMMARY
Applicant – Weber Metals, Inc.
Location – Paramount, Los Angeles County
Industry – Aluminum and Titanium Forging
Project – New Hydraulic-Forging Press (Advanced Manufacturing)
Value of Qualified Property – $167,661,606
Estimated Sales and Use Tax Exclusion Amount2 – $14,117,107
Amount of Time Requested –
 One year, until May 19, 2019, for the Term of the Master Regulatory Agreement (four
years from the date of initial CAEATFA Board approval)
REQUEST
In May 2015, the CAEATFA Board approved a sales and use tax exclusion (“STE”) for Weber
Metals, Inc. (“Weber” or the “Applicant”) for the purchase of $167,661,606 of Qualified
Property to expand its facility to house a 60,000 ton hydraulic-forging press used to produce
large components for aerospace applications (the “Project”). The Master Regulatory Agreement
(“Agreement”) initial term provided the Applicant with three years from the date of Board
Approval to utilize its STE award. The initial term of the Agreement can be extended by the
Board upon a finding that an extension is in the public interest and advances the purposes of the
Program.3

All capitalized terms not defined in this document are defined in the Program’s statute and regulations.
This amount is calculated based on the average statewide sales tax rate of 8.42%.
3
The provision of the regulations allowing CAEATFA to waive the requirement that all purchases of Qualified
Property be made within three years of Application approval is in Regulation Section 10035(b)(1)(A).
1
2
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As of December 31, 2017, Weber Metals, Inc. has used the STE to purchase $88,881,883 of
Qualified Property (53% of the total Qualified Property approved). Weber is requesting to
extend the Agreement initial term by one year to accommodate Project delays caused by
fabrication failures.
Weber represents that upon entering the final phase of the Project, the customized casting
intended to occupy the top of the hydraulic-forging press faced fabrication issues and had to be
remanufactured in Korea. As of mid-March 2018, the casting was received and the Applicant
was able to completely assemble the press. Furthermore, although all contracts relating to the
equipment and construction of the Project have been executed, the terms of the contracts do not
allow for transactions of such materials or service before testing is finalized. Weber has
represented that the testing phase will continue through the first quarter of 2019 and the
concluding payment will take place the second quarter of 2019. Weber believes that a one year
extension will be adequate time to complete the Project.

About the Applicant
Weber Metals, Inc. (“Weber” or the “Applicant”) was incorporated in 1962 in the state of
California, and operates a 22 acre aluminum and titanium forging facility that spans both
Paramount and Long Beach. The Applicant manufactures open-die and closed-die forged parts
for aerospace and electronics companies, such as Boeing, United Technologies, Spirit
Aerosystems, and Gulfstream. Past work-products include the bulkheads in the Boeing 767, solid
rocket boosters in the NASA Space Shuttle, components of the Boeing 767 Dreamliner, SR-71
Blackbird, the U-2, and the F-117 Nighthawk, as well as the cab frame of the Sikorsky UH-60
Blackhawk helicopter.
Weber received two tax credits under the California Competes Tax Credit Program; the first on
June 19, 2014 and the second on June 18, 2015, both for $1,000,000.
Project Description
The Applicant is expanding its current facility by constructing a new 115,000 square-foot
building to house a new 60,000 ton hydraulic-forging press, which the Applicant represents will
be the largest privately financed forge press in the world, enabling the Applicant to produce
larger components for aerospace applications and double the facility’s production capacity (the
“Project”).
The Project will forge advanced materials, including newly developed European aerospace
alloys, experimental alloys, and various “super-alloys” to produce large component parts for
aerospace applications. The Applicant represents that the Project will utilize innovative
technology and processes to significantly enhance product performance and longevity, reduce
weight, and increase vehicle fuel efficiency.
The Project will also utilize a sustainable manufacturing system that will reduce energy
consumption, water use, solid waste, and air pollution. For example, the Applicant represents
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that the design of the hydraulic system enables more efficient operation, reducing cycle time, and
also allows the operator to use lower tonnage and lower power, which is expected to reduce
energy consumption by 12%. Additionally, the Project will reduce the number of cycles during
which a part must soak in furnaces and will also make use of the latest furnace technology,
which is anticipated to reduce air pollutants by 15%.
Agreement Term Extension Request
Weber has requested that the initial term of the Agreement be extended from May 19, 2018 to
May 19, 2019 to accommodate fabrication failures that affected the Project’s initial timeline.
Staff Evaluation
Weber has indicated that although their Project experienced technical delays, the issue was
resolved mid-March 2018. According to Weber, there should not be any additional major delays
that will hinder the final assembly or construction of the facility. Weber has installed the
necessary equipment and proceeded with equipment testing, which is expected to conclude in the
first quarter of 2019. Based on this information, staff believes that extending the term of the
Agreement will allow for the Project to be completed, and is therefore in the public interest and
advances the purpose of the program.
Fees
In accordance with CAEATFA Regulations,4 the Applicant will pay an Additional
Administrative Fee of $500 because extending the initial term requires a modification to the
Applicant’s Master Regulatory Agreement.
LEGAL QUESTIONNAIRE
Staff has reviewed the Applicant’s responses to the questions contained in the Legal Status
portion of the Application. The Executive Director, in consultation with legal counsel, has
determined that the legal issues disclosed do not affect the financial viability or legal integrity of
the Applicant.
RECOMMENDATION
Staff recommends that the Board approve Weber Metals, Inc.’s request to extend the initial term
of the Agreement by one year to May 19, 2019 as it is in the public interest and advances the
purpose of the Program.
Attachments
Attachment A: Weber Metals, Inc.’s letter requesting waiver (February 12, 2018)
Attachment B: Weber Metals, Inc.’s staff summary at the time of approval

4

California Code of Regulations Title 4, Division 13, Section 10036
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RESOLUTION APPROVING A TIME EXTENSION FOR
WEBER METALS, INC.’S INITIAL TERM FOR
THE MASTER REGULATORY AGREEMENT
May 15, 2018
WHEREAS, on May 19, 2015 the California Alternative Energy and Advanced
Transportation Financing Authority (the “Authority”), a public instrumentality of the State of
California, approved a Sales Tax Exclusion (“STE”) in the amount of $167,661,606 of Qualified
Property for Weber Metals, Inc. (the “Applicant”); and
WHEREAS, within three years of the approval by the Authority, the Applicant must make all
purchases of the total amount of Qualified Property listed in the approval resolution (Regulations
Section 10035(b)(1)); and

WHEREAS, upon a finding that it is in the public interest and advances the purposes of
the Program, the Authority may waive the requirement that all purchases of Qualified Property
be made within three years of Application approval (Regulations Section 10035(b)(1)(A)); and
WHEREAS, the Applicant has requested a waiver of the requirement to purchase all of
the Qualified Property within three years, due to unexpected delays in the Project timeline,
extending the term by one year to May 19, 2019; and
WHEREAS, granting the waiver will allow the Project to proceed and the state to receive
the anticipated environmental and economic benefits that justified the initial approval of the
Project in accordance with the law, thereby advancing both the public interest and the purposes
of the Program.

NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED by the California Alternative Energy and
Advanced Transportation Financing Authority, as follows:
Section 1. The Authority finds that it is in the public interest and advances the purposes
of the Authority to extend the initial term of the Agreement to May 19, 2019.
Section 2. This resolution shall take effect immediately upon its passage.
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Attachment A: Weber Metals, Inc.’s Letter Requesting Waiver (February 12, 2018)
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Attachment B: Weber Metals, Inc.’s Staff Summary at the Time of Approval
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